Abstract
Introduction

24
Nervous systems are composed of intricately structured assemblies of neurons. Indeed, their 25 proper function requires highly specified circuit organization, wherein neurons make precise 26 connections with their synaptic partners. The study of neural circuit assembly has generated an 27 ever-expanding catalog of wiring molecules, whose biological roles ensure the fidelity of neuronal 
86
Results
87
Systematic mutagenesis of PlexB structural motifs and in vivo functional assays
88
To dissect the structure-to-function relationship of PlexB in the assembly of the fly olfactory map,
89
we generated nine UAS transgenic lines carrying PlexB variants (described below; Figure 1B) 
90
produced by site-directed mutagenesis. A V5 tag was added to the C-terminus of each variant.
91
To obtain comparable expression levels, all transgenes were mutagenized from a single wild-type 
114
(T1835E, R1836A) in the second site (Bell et al., 2011) . We also generated a small deletion 
134
To determine the developmental function of these PlexB structural motifs, we tested the 135 efficacy of these variants at recapitulating the activity of wild-type PlexB in multiple wiring tasks in
136
developing fly olfactory receptor neurons: axon fasciculation, axon trajectory choice, and synaptic
137
partner selection ( Figure 1C ). While all of them are PlexB-dependent, these wiring processes
138
occur sequentially and can be assayed independently (Li et al., 2018b), thus providing a platform
139
for examining the functional engagement of individual motifs in distinct developmental tasks.
141
Axon fasciculation
142
At about 18 hours after puparium formation (hAPF), ORN axons arrive at the antennal lobe and 143 fasciculate with neighboring axons, forming two discrete bundles. Over the next 6 hours, these 
159
As shown in Figure 2C , the rescue by Sema domain-deleted PlexB completely failed,
160
indicating the necessity of the Sema domain in PlexB-mediated fasciculation. On the other hand,
161
none of the intracellular motifs we assayed were required, as none of the mutants displayed a 162 compromised ability to rescue fasciculation defects ( Figure 2D-G 
171
Taken together, our data suggest that PlexB-dependent axon fasciculation is mediated by 
174
PlexB-dependent axon fasciculation is likely an intercellular adhesion process, in which full-length
175
PlexB proteins bundle axons together through Sema domain-mediated molecular adhesion.
177
Axon trajectory choice
178
After their arrival at the ventrolateral corner of the antennal lobe at around 18hAPF, individual 
187
Theoretically, this could also be examined in a rescue context, in which the functionality of PlexB
188
variants is tested in a plexB null background. However, plexB null mutants exhibit axon 189 fasciculation defects that cannot be completely rescued even by wild-type PlexB, as described 190 above ( Figure 2B ). 
204
Semaphorin interaction completely disrupted the ability of PlexB to drive a DL shift ( Figure 3C ).
205
Regarding the cytoplasmic motifs, mutating either Rac1-or Rho1-binding sites impaired, at least 
213
We then examined the involvement of PlexB cleavage in trajectory choice and found that 
241
In line with our previous observations, PlexB overexpression caused mistargeting of VA2
242
ORN axons stereotypically to the DM5 glomerulus ( Figure 4A ,B). Like the weakened DL shift in 243 trajectory choice due to the new UAS transgene ( Figure 3B ), we also note that the mistargeting 244 preference changed from VA4 to DM5, whose PlexB level is lower than VA4 (Li et al., 2018b).
245
Similarly, the phenotypic penetrance of mistargeting dropped to about 30% ( Figure 
265
Collectively, PlexB-mediated synaptic partner selection engages both extracellular and 266 cytoplasmic modules for signaling, resembling trajectory choice but not axon fasciculation.
267
Moreover, extracellular cleavage of PlexB does not appear to be critical in synaptic partner 
280
Differential engagement of structural motifs in distinct developmental tasks
281
The 
301
We note that the expression levels of our transgenes, while comparable to each other
302
( Figure 1-supplement 
344
Drosophila stocks and genotypes
345
Flies were raised on standard cornmeal medium with a 12 hr/12 hr light cycle at 25°C (excepting 346 experiments described in Figure 4 , where 29°C was used for enhanced transgenic expression).
347
The following lines were used: C155-GAL4 (pan-neuronal) (Lin and Goodman, 1994), Pebbled- 
387
ImmunoResearch, West Grove, PA, USA) were used at 1:250.
389
Image acquisition, processing, and quantification
390
Images were acquired by a Zeiss LSM 780 laser-scanning confocal microscope (Carl Zeiss,
391
Oberkochen, Germany), with a 40x/1.4 Plan-Apochromat oil objective (Carl Zeiss, Oberkochen,
392
Germany). Confocal z-stacks were obtained by 1 μm intervals at the resolution of 512 × 512.
393
For quantification of fasciculation defects, a single scorer binned antennal lobes into three 394 categories -"no defasciculation", "mild defasciculation", and "severe defasciculation" -while
395
blinded to the genotypes. Antennal lobes with clear trajectories and lacking axon invasion into the 396 lobe were binned as "no defasciculation". Both "mild defasciculation" and "severe defasciculation"
397
indicate axon invasion into the antennal lobe, while the "severe" cases also showed the loss of 398 trajectories.
399
We quantified ORN axon trajectories at 24hAPF as previously described (Li et al., 2018b).
400
Briefly, the z-stack of an antennal lobe was collapsed to one image by maximum intensity 
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